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This comprehensive, intelligent overview covers all the key concepts addressed in a typical

introduction to paralegal studies course and teaches students the basic skills necessary to

understand statutes and court cases. The carefully organized, accessible text combines an

introduction to law and legal concepts with practical information about what paralegals actually do in

the legal system. A critical thinking approach introduces students to the study of law, encouraging

them to interact with the materials through hypotheticals, examples, and well-designed questions.

Introduction to Paralegal Studies: A Critical Thinking Approach is divided into four parts, reflecting

the progression of an introductory course: Part I: Paralegals and the American Legal System; Part

II: Substance of the Law; Part III: Legal Analysis and Research; Part IV: Paralegals and the Work

World. Strong pedagogy includes ethics alerts, marginal definitions, Internet references, and legal

reasoning exercises throughout the book. An excellent ancillary package is available to instructors,

with a comprehensive Manual, in-depth test bank, and PowerPoint slides.   The Fifth Edition

features new developments incorporated throughout the text. New web exercises as well as new

and updated assignments bring the text up to the minute. The chapters on Statutory Law and Court

Opinions have been edited for greater clarity and comprehension.   Features:    comprehensive,

intelligent overview of all the key concepts covered in a typical introductory course   combines legal

concepts with practical information about what paralegals actually do   critical thinking approach  

introduces students to the study of law   encourages interaction through hypotheticals, examples,

and well-designed questions     divided into four parts, reflecting the course   Part I: Paralegals and

the American Legal System   Part II: Substance of the Law   Part III: Legal Analysis and Research  

Part IV: Paralegals and the Work World     teaches basic skills necessary to understand statutes

and court cases   strong pedagogy and well-organized format   ethics alerts   marginal definitions  

Internet references   legal reasoning exercises throughout the book     excellent ancillary package  

comprehensive Instructor s Manual   in-depth test bank   PowerPoint slides      Thoroughly updated,

the revised Fifth Edition presents:    new web exercises   new developments incorporated

throughout this edition   new and updated assignments chapters on Statutory Law and Court

Opinions edited for greater clarity and comprehension
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Great book for an introduction into tasks that a Paralegal may face in his/her professional career.

Book does not go into depth for many topics, but introduces it briefly- hence why it is an

introduction. Good book to read about if you're interested or want to know more about the Paralegal

profession.

I had to use this book for a paralegal class and it was VERY good writing for the new paralegal. The

book was actually better than the teacher. I believe this author writes from the perspective of

someone who has no knowledge of being in law and takes you step by step into the process of

becoming a paralegal.

Really liked reading this textbook way ahead for class, it's easy to understand and straightforward.

Makes me think twice about reselling it.

I found the book to be very comprehensive. It provided a solid outline of the elements necessary in

preparing for a career as a paralegal. I'm retired military with a graduate degree in HR. This book

helped provide the initial guidance needed to establish a platform of understanding.

Book was in good condition

The school bookstore wanted ALOT more for this book than I paid here, and I got it in 2 days. It's in

excellent condition and it came with a link to free online help in this subject area. Im very pleased

with this purchase.



wouldnt have passed my class without this! amazing book and good condition

This book is very helpful. The vocabulary words and ethics insights are great additions. The used

copy I received was in pretty good condition.
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